Turning problems into opportunities

Tridi Oasis is a female-led
homegrown Indonesian recycling
company aiming to turn problems in
waste management into opportunities
through recycling local plastic waste
into usable raw materials.

~100
million plastic
bottles recycled
in 2019

50+

Our mission
▪ Improve the environment
▪ Advance the circular economy
▪ Create sustainable jobs

300+

jobs created for
our surrounding
livelihoods

people directly
impacted
through our
supply chain
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Indonesia’s plastic problem
is a growing cause of
concern.

2nd largest
contributor of ocean plastics in the world1

3.2 million tons

of mismanaged plastic waste every year1

1.29 million tons
of marine debris produced1

More than 2x increase
in plastic waste generation by 20252
By 2025 the National Action Plan aims to:

Reduce solid waste by 30%
1Jenna

Jambeck et al., 2015
Ministry of Industry, 2018

2Indonesia

Reduce marine plastic debris by 70%
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There’s an opportunity to
help solve the plastic waste
issue and transform it into
useful materials.
▪ PET (polyethylene terephthalate), e.g. plastic bottles, can
be transformed into sustainable packaging and textiles.
▪ There is an increasing demand for high quality recycled
plastic from manufacturers.
▪ Many governments around the world have also imposed
regulations on greater use of recycled plastic in
packaging.
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PET, sorted based
on colour, baled

PET, unsorted,
unbaled

Any kind of plastics

Our collection chain
Waste pickers

Housing,
Schools,
Universities

Public spaces,
e.g. airports,
bus terminals

Restaurants,
Hotels

Industrial
Factories

Trash banks,
Others

Small aggregators – separate PET bottles from other plastics, separate
PET bottles based on colour

Big aggregators – separate PET bottles from other plastics, separate PET
bottles based on colour, and make them into bales (to reduce
the transportation cost)
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We are meeting this demand by producing a wide-range of highquality PET flakes (sheet grade) in addition to fiber-grade flakes.
Clear and light blue
High quality visual
properties
Hot-washed flakes
Minimum
contamination

Source: Flakes Test Report, Sentra Teknologi Polimer Indonesia, 2017
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Our current clients are plastic packaging and textiles
manufacturers for local and export markets.

Source: Client’s website, 2018
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We are working to progressively grow over the next 10 years,
diversifying our products to expand our environmental and social
impact and meet customer demands.
LONG TERM
MEDIUM TERM
SHORT TERM
2019-2020
-Build & Strengthen> Ramping up capacity
> Start partnership with materials recovery
facilities (MRFs) and trash banks to supply
the materials
> Start partnership with companies to be their
strategic partner for recycled materials
> R&D and FS for other type of plastics
business

2021-2024
-Replicate & Grow> Ramp-up recycled PET production
> Expand to other plastic types, e.g. HDPE,
PP, multi-layered plastics
> Expand to 1-2 new locations (e.g. Bali,
Central Java)
> More partnerships with several MRFs and
trash banks in each location

2025-2029
-Stabilise & Lead> Replicate in more locations (e.g.
Balikpapan, West Java) and focus on
PET, HDPE, PP, or multi-layered plastics
> Become the leading plastic recycler in
Indonesia
> Become a strategic partner of recycled
materials sourcing for major companies
in several applications (e.g. packaging,
furniture, textile, construction, etc.)
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Our CSR commitments for the next 5-10 years*
ENVIRONMENT
▪
▪
▪
▪

A solid wastewater treatment plant will be built for water usage efficiency
and to ensure less contaminated water through measurement of certain
indicators, e.g. BOD, COD, pH
Use of non-harmful / environmentally-friendly chemicals
A proper policy and plant design to improve energy efficiency, e.g.
insulation, ventilation, LED lights, use of machines and equipments that
use less energy
Managing our own waste

COMMUNITIES
▪
▪
▪

EMPLOYEES
▪
▪
▪

Comply with national regulatory requirements, e.g. prohibit the use of
child labour, ensure the working hours comply with national legislation,
etc.
Provide safe and rewarding jobs, competitive wages and benefits, and
unique opportunities for employees
Treat employees with respect, do not harass or discriminate in any way
(including but not limited to race, gender or any other protected class)

Engage with local communities to continuously promote responsible
waste management through campaigns, trainings and events
Organise a regular clean up event in islands/beaches across north
Jakarta
Empower local communities to setup trash/recycle banks and sorting
centers

MATERIAL SOURCING / SUPPLY CHAIN
▪

▪

Implement the right policies and procedures for responsible sourcing to
ensure suppliers comply with our criteria in Labour and Human Rights
(e.g. prohibit the use of child labour, ensure the working hours comply
with national legislation), Safety and Health, Ethics (conduct their
business ethically and act with integrity), and Corporate Citizenship
Monitor and audit their progress periodically and guide them to improve
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*The CSR activities will be implemented in staggered phases.

We are working on-ground to
increase awareness of the ocean
plastics problem and
encouraging more local
participation in solving the issue.

▪ Co-founded Beach Clean Up Jakarta in collaboration with
four local organisations.
▪ 15 clean up events held between 2017 and 2019
▪ More than 1,000 volunteers
▪ Approximately 17 tons of plastic waste collected
and diverted from the ocean
▪ Participated in several sharing sessions organised by
schools and local communities to educate the public about
the plastic waste issue and the importance of recycling.
▪ Plans to continue to drive behavioural change by
empowering local communities to setup trash/recycling
banks and sorting centres.
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We are a fast-growing company with founders and management that are
passionate about finding ways to turn problems into opportunities.
DIAN KURNIAWATI
FOUNDER, CEO & CFO

DINDA UTAMI ISHLAH
CO-FOUNDER & COO
Dian is responsible for the overall business
operations of Tridi Oasis besides
production. She comes from an Engineering
and Management educational background
with more than 8 years’ of experience in
business consulting with global companies
across various industries.
With a passion for social and environmental
issues, Dian’s long-term vision for Tridi
Oasis is to turning trash into jobs and useful
products. She thinks the biggest problem
we face as a species today is
multidimensional poverty, and to end it, we
need to invest in the under-privileged to
create as many sustainable jobs as
possible.

Dinda oversees Tridi Oasis’ operations,
from production to maintenance and quality
control. She has an educational background
in Industrial Engineering and over 4 years of
previous experience in Oil and Gas for
Business Process Improvement and ecommerce. She started her entrepreneurial
journey in college, dabbling in food and
beverages and fashion in Bandung and
Jakarta.
Dinda is the tenacious person at Tridi Oasis
that ensures our supply chains are cruising
and our product quality meets our customer
needs. She also expertly supervises the
team in charge of building supplier
networks.
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Our initiative on diversifying to other
types of plastic recycling.
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Why multi-layered
plastics?
▪ Multi-layered plastics / flexible plastics is
the most difficult to be recycled as it
contains several type of plastics and also
aluminium.
▪ This type of plastics are mostly ended up
at the beaches or ocean.
▪ During our beach clean up last year, we
found an instant noodle packaging with
production dated year of 2000 (19 years
old of trash!!).
▪ We have done a pilot project to transform
multi-layered plastics into furniture
(upcycling) and would like to further
explore this opportunity.
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We have developed a product prototype from multi-layered plastics
through upcycling into a high value furniture.

Plastic sachet / multi layered
plastics / flexible plastics

Plastic flakes

Plastic pellets

can be recycled back
into the pellets
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Our initiative on technology for
material traceability.
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Why material
traceability is
important?
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Alternative on data collection process with our waste collectors through
mobile technology (1/3)
1. Collection by our waste
collectors from their waste
pickers
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Alternative on data collection process with our waste collectors through
mobile technology (2/3)
2. Material sorting
and grading by our
waste collectors
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Alternative on data collection process with our waste collectors through
mobile technology (3/3)
3. Material sent to
Tridi’s location and
recorded
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Sample of data collected and supplier mapping in our report.

Other developments using blockchain technology and
many more to come.

The startup tracks plastics from the initial resin to the end product,
including any additives along the way.
It enables brands to trace the product’s origin and establish the
environmental impact. The data is also critical to the recycling
process.

Plastic Bank has an initiative called Social Plastic, where citizens
collect and exchange plastic for money, in this case, tokens. These
tokens can then be used to access healthcare, pay school tuition and
can be exchanged for local currency. Blockchain can be used to track
the payments and reduce the risk of loss or theft.
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Turning problems into opportunities

Pergudangan Doson, Blok B1, Jl. Raya Legok Km 6.2, Cijantra, Pagedangan, Tangerang,
Banten, Indonesia, 15336
Phone: +62 8111801484
Email: dian.kurniawati@tridi-oasis.com
Web: www.tridi-oasis.com

